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ONCE legal incorporation proceedings are complete, SONUTION will be a certified social enterprise, which is a 
regulated non-profit that sells products or services and operates similar to a business (instead of be reliant on 
charity) in order to be financially self-resilient and able to grow quickly to global scale whenever our impact model 
has been market-tested. The funding strategy is based on our  6S (“SIX S for SUSTAINED SUCCESS”) framework 
we designed specifically for SONUTION’s unique mission. 
 

i You’ll notice we 
💙

 the letter S. Flip it on its side and you have a Sine Wave to ssspit lyrics over! 
That’s why we set on 6S (not because of a sigmatic 1980’s management consulting ‘belt’ fad). 
 

We’ve modelled 6S as if it were the processes of a music studio instrument effects-rack, but it’s easier for the 
layperson to visualize as a futuristic, powered ‘fidget spinner’ / ‘shuriken star’ with 3 layers : 

 

 At the center holon is our cause. In audio engineering, this is our desired OUTPUT. As a social engineer, we orient to a S olution to a problem, 
ours is the ultimate human one. In NGO terms, this therefore is the over-arching outcome of our project/program. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 In the middle around it, it’s met by a S ervice-oriented trio. 
Think of their integration together as SONUTION’s remarkable 
engine that can get us to our end. This is where we synthesize 
our magic, this is the 3-core processor where we apply FX to 
the signal, both fuzzy and warm analog ones (an ‘ANALOGy’ for 
the real world) and combine it with cold, binary, digital ones 
(online). It means: our playing field transcends the spectrum 
through human-aural interactions in real life places as well as 
Internet virtualities. Service calls us all. This is the impact 
dimension. 
 

 But all of this cannot exist without the illustrated base layer 
underneath and around it… this is the vital S ustenance layer… 
representing the INPUT. It’s the actual oscillator that 
generates the raw noisy waveforms (of imperfect and flawed 
institutions with outdated models, vulnerable to disruption) 
that our system will alter and modify to turn into a pleasant 
symphony that can last. If our middle-layer processor is an 
electronic engine, this is like a 6-molecule crystalline FUEL for 
its electricity. IT SUSTAINS our FINANCIAL WHEREWITHAL 
to operate at scale. Here is a breakdown of its constituents:  

 

 
SPONSORS bankroll sonietal initiatives + events for 
 reach in interactive community convenings 
SOURCERS contract our experts who apply audio to 
 humanitarian+innovation problems 
SUPPORTERS: grant and endow our core assets to 
 maintain & grow our platform 
sellables:  physical and online products and services 
 offerings by sonutioners on our marketplace 
star-power: surf influence of celebs inside SONUTION 
 to obtain cred and clout for benefits 
succession: longevity-based substinence, reduction of 
 key-person risk through circular leadership 

 

ABOUT THE PEOPLE BEHIND SONUTION 
 
in our holacratic (non-hierarchy) structure we don’t have co-founders, rather, a 
crew of early “co-sounders” who have conceived & hacked the 1st iterations of 
the SONUTION phenomenon. any sonutioner pre-screened for values alignment 
can enter the core leadership based on merit and activity level. notable core 
sonutioners today include: 
 

U Tone Warper |  1st-gen Impact Hub maker, former techno producer 
U Cr8iv1  | TED global + TEDx insider, silence advocate, storyer, muse 
U haBeep |  Diplomat+corporate veteran in tech turned rebel burner  

 
we don’t like stealth startups and are ardent proponents of openness. but during 
BETA, we aren’t publicly revealing identities as (a) some have other endeavors 
that association with SONUTION may be disruptive to and (b) risk exposure 
mitigation during pre-legal formation (c) it’s just way cooler to go by AKA nicks. 
we’ll disclose during any financing/partnership scenario early in discussions. 

Phased seeding: 3
rd P 

Institutional Backers 
Intrinsic long-term 
risk-based growth  

get good vibes from, learn with, even make a living from our global 
collaborative of misfits channeling sound to humanity's 
resounding silence. visit SONUTION.com 

 


